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Ref : TTDFJ1003  

 

TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO DEFENCE FORCE 

JOB DESCRIPTION  

JOB TITLE:  DIRECTOR OF MUSIC  

JOB SUMMARY:  

The incumbent is responsible to the Commanding Officer, through the Band President, for the 

training, discipline, efficiency, welfare, and appearance of the Band and Corps of Drums. This 

position manages the overall programme of instrumental music for the Trinidad and Tobago 

Regiment and directs the performance of all musical activities in the department. Responisibiltes 

include holding auditions, developing and implementing rehersal schedules, selecting music, 

delegating tasks and remaining updated on developments in the music industry. The incumbent is 

also required to perform general military duties in accordance with the Defence Act, Chapter 14:01 

and its subsidiary Regulations. The duties may extend beyond the shores of Trinidad and Tobago 

as directed by the State. 

RANK: Lieutenant (N)/ Captain/ Flight Lieutenant 

REPORTS TO: Branch Commander or other designated Senior Officer  

SUPERVISION 

GIVEN TO: 

Any Designated Junior Rank  

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 

 Directs the Band and Corps of Drums  through academic and artistic leadership for all 

instrumental music classes, activities and groups to facilitate the synchronisation and 

cohesion of all musical activities within the department.   

 Coordinates and facilitates all aspects of instrumental music performances by preparing 

musical pieces inclusive of compositions for the Trinidad and Tobago Defence Force Steel 

Orchestra.  

 Conducts training sessions for musicians and directs performances of the various 

ensembles to ensure the effective delivery of musical ideas.  
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 Advises Command on all musical activities in the Band through thorough research and 

analysis that aids in effective strategic decision-making. 

 Maintains a conducive learning environment in both physical, military and virtual learning 

spaces through the design and implementation of standards-based lessons; the use of 

appropriate instructional learning strategies, activities and materials; and the strategic 

development of participation in instrumental music classes, percussion ensembles, parade, 

concert and stage bands and ensembles, and other activities involving instrumental music, 

to facilitate critical thinking and mastery of essential skills.  

 Develops the capacity of musicians by providing regular and varied assessments of 

musicians’ learning to compile accurate grades and adequately evaluate and assess the 

skills of musicians.  

 Coordinates the distribution of earnings and fees paid to the contracted musical ensembles, 

and the obtaining and acceptance of external engagements, under the approporate 

publication/ authority,  to maintain transparency and good order in the financial affairs of 

the Force.  

 Assists in the recruitment of Band and Corps of Drums members by providing 

recommendations of suitable names, to the Band President, for the enlistment of musicians 

within the musical branch. 

 Develops and maintains the human resources and succession planning outline for the 

musical branch, through the analysis of available human resources strength, attrition rates 

and the Musical Training Policy quarterly, to ensure the musical branch has the number of 

persons and skills required for the execution of its goals. 

 Oversees inventory management for the instruments, music, and property on charge to 

the musical branch, through the maintenance of fixed assets lists to ensure loss and 

damage of such are effectively addressed.  

 Performs financial planning for the musical branch, through the compilation of yearly 

budgets and cost estimates, to facilitate the provision of funding for programme needs for 

the Band and Corps of Drums. 

 Performs Divisional Officer Duties.  

 Represents the Trinidad and Tobago Defence Force on committees, meetings and other 

fora. 

 Performs ceremonial duties when required.  

 Performs other related duties as required. 

KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES  

KNOWLEDGE:   Extensive knowledge of the overall operation of instrumental 

music programmes. 

 Extensive knowledge of music and musical instruments. 

 Extensive knowledge of music techniques, theory and 

performance. 

 Considerable knowledge of working with or participating in 

musical ensemble performances.  

 Sound knowledge of the operational, administrative, and 

technical aspects of Band administration. 

 Considerable knowledge of the Laws of Trinidad and Tobago. 
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 Knowledge of the Standing Orders of the Trinidad and Tobago 

Regiment, and regulations that are pertinent to the Trinidad and 

Tobago Regiment and its operations. 

 Knowledge of the Regulations and procedures contained in the 

Defence Act Chap. 14:01. 

 

SKILLS AND 

ABILITIES: 

 Ability to plan, organise, direct and coordinate the activities of 

a group of professionals and non-experts. 

 Ability to manage a complex portfolio and provide timely 

delivery of a wide range of objectives. 

 Ability to innovate, recognise challenges, analyse problems and 

apply practical solutions. 

 Ability to motivate, develop and influence subordinates to 

achieve results.   

 Ability to work collaboratively to promote musicians’ learning.  

 Ability to transcribe, arrange and compose melodic lines to 

adapt them for military bands and ensembles. 

 Ability to give expert advice on musical matters. 

 Ability to position instruments within musical ensembles to 

obtain balance among instrumental sections. 

 Ability to effectively interact and work well with others. 

 

MINIMUM EXPERIENCE AND TRAINING 

 

 Minimum of four (4) years experience teaching and band directing experience. 

 Bandmaster Certificate or Bachelor’s Degree in Music Education/ Composing/ 

Conducting/ Performance/ Instrumental Music  

 

 


